
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

LUMEN VIEW TECHNOLOGY LLC,

Plaintiff,

v.

FINDTHEBEST.COM, INC.

Defendant.

Civil Case No.

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

COMPLAINT

Plaintiff Lumen View Technology LLC ("Plaintiff'), for its Complaint against Defendant

FindTheBest.com, Inc. ("Defendant"), hereby alleges as follows:

PARTIES

1. Plaintiff is a Delaware limited liability company.

2. Upon information and belief, Defendant is a Delaware corporation having a

principal place of business at 101 Innovation Place, #A, Santa Barbara, California 93108. Upon

information and belief, Defendant may be served with process through Thomas N. Harding, Seed

Mackall LLP, at 1332 Anacapa St., Suite 200

Santa Barbara, California 93101.

NATURE OF THE ACTION

3. This is a civil action for the infringement of United States Patent No. 8,069,073

(the '"073 Patent") under the Patent Laws of the United States, 35 U.S.C. § 1 et seq.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

4. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to 28

U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a) because this action arises under the Patent Laws of the United

States, 35 U.S.C. § 271 et seq.

5. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendant because Defendant is

registered to conduct business in New York and has purposely availed itself of the privileges and

benefits of the laws of the State of New York.

6. Upon information and belief, more specifically, Defendant, directly and/or

through authorized intermediaries, ships, distributes, offers for sale, sells, and/or advertises

(including the provision of an interactive web page) its products and services in the United States

and the State of New York. Upon information and belief, Defendant has committed patent

infringement in the State of New York. Defendant solicits customers in the State of New York.

Defendant has many paying customers who are residents of the State of New York and who each

use Defendant's products and services in the State ofNew York.

7. Venue is proper in this judicial district as to Defendant pursuant to 28 U.S.C.

§§ 1391 and 1400(b).

THE PATENT-IN SUIT

8. Paragraphs 1-7 are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.

9. On November 29, 2011, the '073 Patent entitled "System And Method For

Facilitating Bilateral And Multilateral Decision-Making" was duly and lawfully issued by the

United States Patent and Trademark Office ("PTO"). The '073 Patent is attached hereto as

Exhibit A.
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10. Plaintiff is the exclusive licensee of the '073 Patent and possesses all rights of

recovery under the '073 Patent, including the right to sue and recover all damages for

infringement thereof, including past infringement.

COUNT I - PATENT INFRINGEMENT

11. Paragraphs 1-11 are incorporated by reference as if fully restated herein.

12. Upon information and belief and in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 271(a), Defendant

has infringed and continues to infringe one or more claims of the '073 Patent by making, using,

providing, offering to sell, and selling (directly or through intermediaries), in this district and

elsewhere in the United States, a computer implemented method for facilitating evaluation, in

connection with the procurement or delivery of products or services, in a context of at least one

of a financial transaction and operation of an enterprise, such context involving a first class of

parties in a first role and a second class of counterparties in a second role. More specifically, and

by way of non-limiting example, Defendant offers recommendation services via the

www.findthebest.com website ("Defendant Website") for individuals seeking the purchase of

products and individuals offering to sell the products.

13. For purposes of the '073 Patent, the Defendant Website executes a computer-

implemented method for facilitating evaluation, in connection with the procurement or delivery

of products or services, in a context of the operation of an enterprise, such context involving a

first class of parties (e.g., consumers) in a first role and a second class of counterparties in a

second role (e.g., individuals selling goods). The Defendant Website retrieves first preference

data from a digital storage medium, the first preference data received from the individual(s)

registering on and/or using the Defendant Website, and assigns attribute levels based on the
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choices made by the individuals (first class of parties). The Defendant Website retrieves the

second preference data from a digital storage medium, the second preference data received from

the individuals registering on and/or using the Defendant Website, and assigns attribute levels

based on the choices made by the individuals (counterparties). The Defendant Website performs

multilateral analyses of the selected party's preference data, e.g., an individual seeking products,

and the preference data for each of the counterparties, e.g., individual's selling products, and

computes a closeness-of-fit value based thereon, namely by way of their AssistMe service.

Further, the Defendant Website uses the closeness-of-fit value to derive and provides a list to the

selected party matching at least one of the counterparties, e.g., a list matching the individual

seeking products with individual's offering products for sale. Namely, the Defendant Website

provides "AssistMe Results," allowing consumers to see a list of "products best fit [for their]

requirements."

14. To the extent such notice may be required, Defendant received actual notice of its

infringement of the '073 Patent at least as early as the filing of the original complaint in this

action, pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 287(a).

15. Defendant's aforesaid activities have been, intentional, without authority and/or

license from Plaintiff.

16. Plaintiff is entitled to recover from the Defendant the damages sustained by

Plaintiff as a result of the Defendant's wrongful acts in an amount subject to proof at trial, which,

by law, cannot be less than a reasonable royalty, together with interest and costs as fixed by this

Court under 35 U.S.C. §284.
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17. Defendant's infringement of Plaintiffs exclusive rights under the '073 Patent will

continue to damage Plaintiff, causing irreparable harm for which there is no adequate remedy at

law, unless enjoined by this Court.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Lumen View Technology LLC respectfully requests that this

Court enter judgment against Defendant FindTheBest.com, Inc. as follows:

A. An adjudication that Defendant has infringed the '073 Patent;

B. An award of damages to be paid by Defendant adequate to compensate Plaintiff

for its past infringement and any continuing or future infringement up until the

date such judgment is entered, including interest, costs, and disbursements as

justified under 35 U.S.C. § 284 and, if necessary to adequately compensate

Plaintiff for Defendant's infringement, an accounting of all infringing sales

including, but not limited to, those sales not presented at trial;

C. A declaration that this case is exceptional under 35 U.S.C. § 285;

D. An award to Plaintiff of its attorney fees, costs, and expenses incurred in

prosecuting this action; and

E. An award to Plaintiff of such further relief at law or in equity as the Court deems

just and proper.
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiff hereby demands trial by jury on all claims and issues so triable.

Dated: May 29, 2013 AETON LAW PARTNERS LLP

tP4jU*JdCL^ Jf^^t^J^
Damian Wasserbauer (DW3507)

damian@aetonlaw.com
101 Centerpoint Drive. Suite 105
Middletown, CT 06457
Telephone: (860)724-2160

Counsel for Plaintiff
Lumen View Technology LLC
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Exhibit A

United States Patent No. 8,069,073
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U.S. Patent Nov. 29, 2011 Sheet 1 of 11
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US 8,069,073 B2

FIG.l
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 4
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US 8,069,073 B2

1 2
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR FACILITATING In alternative embodiments, the list may beranked accord-

Bn.ATERAL AND MULTILATERAL ing to closeness of fit.
DECISION-MAKING In alternative embodiments, the method may further

involve supplying to at (eastone party or counterparty co-
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED -s cvaluator a scries of forced choice questions so as to elicit

APPLICATIONS co-evaluator responses, wherein the list matches the at least
onepartyand theat leastonecounterpartyaccordingtoanaly-

This application is a continuation of our application Ser. sisof preference profiles determined usingsuchco-evaluator
No. 11/711,249, filed Feb. 27, 2007, which is a continuation responses.
of ourapplication Ser. No. 11/171,082, tiled Jun. 29, 2005 I0 ,n alternative embodiments, the party responses may
(U.S. Pat. No. 7.184,968), which is a continuation of our reveal, with respect lo each level of each of a first series of
application Ser. No. 09/538,556. filed Mar. 29, 2000 (U.S. attributes, a utility value which indicates the value that the
Pat. No. 6,915,269), which claims the benefit of our provi- P3^Places on the level ofthe attribute. Such party responses
sional application Ser. No. 60/173,259, filed Dec. 23. 1999; „ mav reveal me utlhty vatues wimout the utiIitv values being
these related applications are hereby incorporated herein bv pnmded ^P1™1* Additionally the counterparty responses
reference " ma? revea1, Wltn resPecl I0 eacn level °* each of a second

series of attributes that complements the first series of
TFCHNICAI FIFI D attributes, a utility value which indicates the value that the

counterparty places on the level of the attribute. Such coun
terparty responses may reveal the utility values without the
utility values being provided explicitly.The present invention relates to bilateral and multilateral

evaluation methods and systems. ,n altemalive embodiments, the series of forced choice
HArkrr»rn rwn questions and/or the list may beobtained froma remote server

over a communication network. The series of forced choice

25 questions may be supplied by making available a set of web
Consumers constantly decide which products and services pages providmg a se, 0fquestions and permitting entry of

best satisfy their needs and desires. Producers correspond- responses thereto. The party responses and the counterparty
ingly decide how best to configure their products and ser- responses may be provided to aremote server over acommu-
vices, from amongst a wide array of choices. They must not nication network,
only choose a suitable price, but also must decide which 30
combination ofother attributes oftheir products and services BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
will best satisfy consumers.

In order to facilitate these decisions, there have therefore The foregoing features of the invention will be more
arisen a variety of marketing research techniques. Among readily understood by reference to the following detailed
these are forced trade-off or forced choice methodologies, 35 description, taken with reference to the accompanying draw-
including conjoint analysis. Through statistical methods, ings. in which;
thesetechniquesallowpredictionofwhichattributesofprod- FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of a
ucts and services are relatively more and less valuable to a method in accordance with the present invention for facilitat-
given group of constituents. ing bilateral and multilateral decision-making;

Based on these conventional techniques, producers of «~> FIG. 2 shows a block diagram of a further embodiment of
goods and services are able to model buyers' or users' pref- a method in accordance with the present invention in which
erences, thereby facilitating design or selection of products conjoint analysis is employed;
and processes that best satisfy those preferences, l-'or persons FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of a
on two sides of a transaction (a producer and a group of system in accordance with the present invention;
consumers, for example), conventional techniques permit 45 FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate the logical flowofa method accord-
persons on one side of the transaction to model the prefer- ing to an embodiment of the invention, that may be imple-
ences of a group of constituents on the other side of the mented using a web server on the Internet;
transaction. Conventional techniques may therefore be called FIGS. 6and 7 are histogram representations ofa preference
unilateral, or one-sided, evaluation techniques. profile ofa party who is a job applicant and ofa counterparty

50 employer in accordance with an embodiment of the inven-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION fion;

FIG. 8 presents a side-by-side comparison of the prefer-
In accordance with one aspect of the invention there is ence profilesof FIGS. 6 and 7; and

provided a method for facilitating evaluation, in connection FIGS.9,10, and 11 are screenshotsdemonstrating hierar-
withthe procurement or delivery of productsor services,in a 55 chically structuredquestions organized into three stages in
context of at least one of (i) a financial transaction and (ii) accordance with an embodiment of the invention,
operation of an enterprise, such context involving a member
of a first class of parties in a first role and a member of a DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC
second class of counterparties in a second role. The method EMBODIMENTS
involves supplying to at least one of the parlies a series of 60
forced choice questions so as to elicit party responses; sup- By contrast with conventional methods, embodiments of
plying to at least one of the counterparties a series of forced the present invention enable a bilateral evaluation of prefer-
choice questions so as to elicit counterparty responses; and ences: a decision is recommended based on its providing a
delivering a list matching the at least one party and the at least relatively close fit between the preferences of each potential
one counterparty according to analysis ofpreference profiles 65 pairing of party and counterparty to a potential transaction,
determined using conjoint analysis ofthe party responses and when compared with other possible pairs of parties to the
the counterparty responses. potential transaction. Indeed, embodiments of the present
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inventionmay likewise be employed when informationabout
preferences is providednot just by two partiesto the transac
tion (a party and a counterparty), but also by at least one
co-evaluator, who providesa useful perspective on the pref
erences of a party or a counterparty. In this case, the evalua- 5
tion is multilateral rather than bilateral.

In various embodiments of the present invention, there can
be employed questions that require a forced choice to reveal
preferences of the respondent. The benefit of the forced
choice approach is that it helps to uncover underlying prefer- 10
ences that are hidden and sometimes not consciously evident
even to the respondent.

In this connection embodiments of the invention may
employ conjoint analysis. See for example, Cattin, P. and R.
R. Wittink, "Commercial Use of Conjoint Analysis: A Sur- 15
vey", 45 Journalof Marketing 44-53 (No. 3, Summer, 1982),
and "Commercial UseofConjoint Analysis: An Update", 53
Journal ofMarketing 91-96 (My, 1982): Green, P. E. and Y.
Wind, "New Way to Measure Consumers' Judgments," Har
vard Business Review, July 1975 ("Green and Wind"); see 20
also the references identified in the extensive bibliographyof
Patrick Bohl: Conjoint Literature Database CLD,University
of Mainz. Germany, 1997. The foregoing articles and refer
ences are hereby incorporated herein by reference.

As used in this description and the accompanying claims, 25
the following terms shall have the meanings indicated, unless
the context otherwise requires:

The term "party" includes a natural person or an entity,
wherein an entity may be any association, organization, or
governmental agency. A "counterparty" is similarly any other 10
natural person or an entity.

A "financial transaction" is a transaction in which services

or products are being procured or delivered under circum
stances involving an expectation that they will be paid for.
Thus "financial transactions" include enrollment at a college 35
or university or a private school (wherein educational services
are rendered for tuition), employment by an entity (wherein
an employee's services arc rendered for payment by the
employer), engagement ofa physician or health maintenance
organization (wherein health care services are provided for 40
compensation), choosing a retirement community, investing
in a mutual iund, taking a vacation, or in executing a merger
or joint venture or acquisition. The terms "services" and
"products" include the singular as well as the plural.

An "enterprise" is a business organization (regardless of 45
form), a government agency or organ, or a non-profit-orga
nization (including a religious, scientific, or charitable orga
nization).

"Attributes" of a product or service include characteristics,
features, and benefits of the product or service. I lence (as an 50
example) if the service is college education, attributes may
include the size of the school, the prestige of the school, and
the degree of structure of the school's educational program.

A "level" of an attribute is a value associated with the

attribute that pertains to a characteristic, feature or benefit of 55
a product or service. The value may, but need not, be quanti
tative; the value may be categorical. Hence if the service is
college education, the level ofthe attribute "school size" may
be quantitative, as for example. "9378 students", or may be
categorical, as for example, "between 5,000 and 10,000." 60
Attribute levels may be categorized even when more abstract
attributes are involved. For example, if the attribute is pres
tige, a level may be "widely viewed as highly prestigious"; if
the attribute is degree ofstructure in the education program, a
level may be "low degree of structure". 65

FIG. 1 is a block diagram ofan embodiment ofa method in
accordance with the present invention for facilitating bilateral

and multilateral decision-making. In this embodiment, six
activities are involved. As shown in item 11, first there is
obtainedfromeachparryina first classresponsestoa first set
of questions, andtheresponses are stored ina suitable digital
storage medium. Also, in item 12, there is obtained from each
counterparty in a second class responses to a second set of
questions, and the responses are stored in a suitable digital
storagemedium. (Wediscuss the natureof suitablequestions
in connection with later figures.) (Note items 11 and 12 need
not be contemporaneous and need not be sequenced in any
order.) In item 13, a first preference profile is generated for
each party, based on the party's responses to the first set of
questions; and, similarly, a second preference profile is gen
erated, in item 14, for each counterparty, based on the coun
terparty's responses to the second set ofquestions. The ques
tions and the resulting profiles may be developed using any of
a wide range of approaches. In some embodiments, as
described below, there may be employed conjoint analysis or
other forced-choice methodologies. It is within the scope of
the invention to utilize a first methodology in connection with
the first set of questions and a second methodology in con
nection with the second set of questions. Once these prefer
ence profiles have been generated, the method next analyzes,
for each party in the first class, the preference profiles of
counterparties in the second class, and derives a ranked list of
counterparties that provide the closest fit of preferences with
that party, as compared with the fit ofall counterparties in the
second class (item 15). Finally, in item 16, the list of closest
fitting counterparties for each party is communicated to that
party. (Similarly for each counterparty, the method derives a
ranked list ofparties that provide the closest fitofpreferences
with that counterparty, as compared with the fit of all parties
in the first class; and the list ofclosest fitting parties for each
counterparty is communicated to that counterparty.) By pro
viding such a list in each case, based on a bilateral or multi
lateral preference analysis, the method facilitates parties and
counterparties in making decisions that arc based on the
closeness of the fit between their preferences.

FIG. 2 shows one em bodimentofa method according to the
invention, in which, first, preference profiles for parties and
counterparties are generated using conjoint analysis tech
niques. Conventional conjoint analysis techniques, used in a
unilateral fashion, are described in the references described

above near the beginning of this section of the description.
Once preference profiles have been generated according to

the embodiment ofFIG. 2. they are then used to recommend
to each party a set ofcounterparties who provide the closest fit
ofpreferences amongst the counterparties considered. Since
the embodiment uses a preference profile for both parties and
counterparties to evaluate the closeness of fit ofpreferences,
it is a bilateral preference analysis method as opposed to the
unilateral methods of the prior art.

We now consider the embodiment of FIG. 2 in further

detail. First, in the embodiment of FIG. 2. a set of questions
201 isposed to each party and counterparty. The questions are
designed to reveal the utility value that each respondent
places on the possible levels of a set of attributes {aP a2, • • •
am) related to the proposed transaction.

Bilateral preference methodologies according to the
embodiment of FIG. 2 are useful in, but are not limited to,
three exemplary contexts.

In the first exemplary context, an individual party wishes to
enter a transaction with an organization counterparty. In the
transaction, the party seeks to identify an organization with
respect to which the preferences of such party are a good fit
relative to the alternatives. The organization counterparty, on
the other hand, seeks to give entry to parlies who will be
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successful within the organization. Examples of the first
exemplary context include a student (as the individual party)
choosingcolleges to attend (the organization counterparty),
andan employee(the individual party)choosinga corporate
employer(the organization counterparty). 5

In the first exemplary context, the questions asked of the
party are designed to reveal the utility values tliat the party
places on possible levels of a set of attributes related to the
environment within the counterparty organization. The pref
erence profile created by the party's answers can thus be 10
calleda "value profile"in this context.Bycontrast,the ques
tions asked of each potential counterparty organization are
designed to revealthepreferenceprofilethat thecounterparty
considers necessary for a party to be successful within its
organization. The preference profile created by the counter- 15
party's answers in this context can thus be called a "success
profile". In the first exemplary context, a decision is recom
mended to the party based on a relatively close fit between the
party's value profile and the counterparty's success profile.

Note that questions for a counterparty organization in the 20
first exemplary context are not necessarily directed to reveal
ing profiles of successful individuals within its organization
in the past. The questions may instead elicit the value profiles
of individuals that the counterparty believes will be success
ful within its organization in the future. 25

In a second exemplary context, both the party and the
counterparties to a potential transaction are organizations. In
the transaction, the party and counterparty seek to join
together to form one organization. An example of such a
context is a corporate merger or acquisition. In the second 30
exemplary context, the questions asked of both the party and
potential counterparties are designed to reveal the value pro
file that each respondent considers necessary for success
within its organization. Thus, in the second exemplary con
text, a decision is recommended based on a relatively close fit 35
between the success profiles of the party and counterparty. In
a merger example, such a recommended decision maximizes
"culture fit" between merging companies.

Finally, in a third exemplary context, both the party and the
counterparties to a potential transaction are individuals. In the 40
transaction, the party and counterparty seek to enter a finan
cial relationship. For example, an individual party may seek a
counterparty partner for a joint venture. In this third context,
the questions asked of the party and each potential counter
party arc designed to reveal the utility value that each respon- 45
dent places on possible levels of a set of attributes related to
the proposed relationship. A decision is then recommended
based on a relatively close fit between the resulting value
profiles of the party and a counterparty.

For convenience in this section of the description, we refer 50
predominantly to a "potential transaction". However,
embodiments of the present invention may also be used in
dealing with operation of an enterprise. In such a case, the
party and the counterparty may (but need not) be different
constituents of the same enterprise and the issues of fit 55
between the constituents may involve, for example, address
ing organizational inefficiencies in the workplace and a wide
variety of other activities. In one example, the party and
counterparty may be management and labor, and the issue of
fitmay involve a company policy to deal with staggered work 60
hours. Alternatively, the party and counterparty may be a
managers of two different divisions of a company having
competing claims on a common resource to them, such as
marketing. Or, as yet another example, the enterprise may be
city government, the party may be the police force, the coun- 65
terparty may be the mayor, and the issues offit may be related
to employee benefits, including terms ofa health insurance, to

coverthepoliceforce. Inanycase,thetechnical approach for
embodiments of this type is similar to that described below
with respect to a potential transaction between party and
counterparty.

A common feature of questions used in each of the exem
plary contexts is that the attributes are chosen so that those of
the parties "mirror,"or otherwisecomplement, those of the
counterparties. For example, for a party who is a college
applicantdecidingwhichcollegeto attend, theattributes may
include: population of the locality in which the school is
located, degree of structure of the learning environment, and
averageclass size.The counterparties for this transaction may
be college admissions personnel, and their "mirror" attributes
in helping studentsto decidewhetherthis schoolwould pro
vide a close fit of preferences may be: "students who do well
here prefer being in a locality with what population"; "stu
dents who do well here prefer attending a school with what
degree of structure of the learning environment"; and "stu
dents who do well here prefer having classes ofwhat average
class size."

An example ofquestions according to one embodiment of
the invention is provided in Tabic 1 for college applicants and
forcolleges seeking applicants. Table 2 provides a similar set
of questions for mutual fund purchasers and mutual funds
seeking investors. Table 3 provides a set ofquestions for job
seekers and employers seeking job candidates.

In process 201 of the embodiment of FIG. 2, each respon
dent is posed N questions {Q,, Q,, . . . Q^f. As described
above, questions for counterparties typically mirror the ques
tions for parties. These questions may be fashioned in a wide
variety of forms. In one form ofquestioning, each respondent
is provided a series of individual multi-attribute descriptions
and asked to rate each of these descriptions. In another form
of questioning, each respondent is provided with a series of
pairs ofmulti-attribute alternative descriptions, and is asked,
for each pair, to select a desired one of the alternatives. In yet
another form ofquestioning, each respondent may be asked to
select from among two or more alternative multi-attribute
descriptions.

Proper design of the questions permits statistical evalua
tion of the responses, from which may be derived utility
values for each respondent. For example, the college appli
cant may be asked to rate a selection of potential colleges
from 1 to 10. with 10 being most favorable; each college may
be characterized by a level for each of a scries of attributes.
For example, in the case of attributes such as population of
locality, degree of structure of the learning environment, and
class size, one of the colleges to be ranked may be character
ized by levels as follows: in a locality with population 100,
000, unstructured learning environment, and small class size.

In general, each attribute {a,} will have possible attribute
levels which characterize it—in the example, there may be
possible college locations with populations between 15,000
and 100.000; two options for learning environment (struc
tured or unstructured); three class sizes (small, medium, and
large), and so on. Note that the attribute levels need not be
numbers, but may also be yes/no choices, or choices of items
from a list of categories. Furthermore, note that attributes, and
levels of the attribute, may also be directed to "soft" charac
teristics related to a transaction; that is, characteristics which
are more emotional in nature and less quantifiable. For
example, in an employment setting, a relevant attribute could
be the degree of expected after-work socializing with fellow
employees, and the levels of the attribute could be "rare."
"moderate," and "frequent."

Thequestions{Q,} neednot,however, askeachrespondent
lo evaluate a list of all possible combinations of attribute
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levels. Rather, the set of questions actually posed to the
respondents are selected to achieve a balance across indepen
dent contributions of each attribute (or, alternatively, such
that every point in the space of possible attribute level com
binations may be represented as a linear combination of the
chosencombinations). In otherwords, the questionsmay be
designed so that responses to them can be analyzed in terms of
attributes that, in mathematical terms, are orthogonal to one
another or nearly so.

In order to increase efficiency of the process of obtaining
information from respondent or, to enhance the collection of
information that is most pertinent, questions may be struc
tured hierarchically. In this way, responses for one or more
questions may be used to gate the selection of subsequent
questions. Alternatively, or in addition, questions may be in
suites, with each suite dealing with a given area ofinquiry. For
example, in the college selection example, one suite ofques
tions may address factors governing the experience of life at
the school such as school size, social activities, geographic
location, climate, facilities, nature of housing accommoda
tions, and another suite may address conditions associated
with pursing a given major (say history or engineering) at the
school (conditions such as class size, expected hours per
week studying, use of teaching assistants or use of full pro
fessors). Also, for example, in the job example, one suite may
address company-related factors (such as expectation/partici
pation in company-sponsored events, expectation around
consensus building, locations, and emphasis on cross-train
ing between fiinctions), and another suite may address func
tion specific matters (such as frequency of overnight travel,
work week hours, and type ofjob training programs).

In one particular embodiment, the questions are organized
into three stages. In the first stage, the respondent ranks the
levels ofeach attribute, in descending order of preference. For
example, "1" could signify the most preferred level, and "3"
the least preferred level, for three possible levels of an
attribute. In the second stage, the respondent is asked to rale
his or her degree of preference for the most preferred levelof
each attribute, over its least preferred level; for example, the
degrees of preference could be "1, slightly preferred"; "2,
moderately preferred"; "3, greatly preferred"; "4, I must
have—the least preferred level would be upsetting." Finally,
in the third stage, a series of two-option choices isgiven to the
respondent, forcing the respondent to express the degree to
which he or she would prefer one of two multi-attribute com
binations. For example, the respondent could be presented
with option A and option B, each having different levels of
two attributes, and asked to rank them on a scale of 1 to 9 (1
meaning "strongly prefer option A", 5 meaning "the two are
equal," and 9 meaning"strongly prefer option B"). Examples
of questions from each of these three stages are shown in
FIGS. 9 through II.

Once each respondent has provided a set of ratings {RL,
R2, . . . Rjy} in answer to the questions (process 202), the
embodiment ofFIG. 2 next calculates a preference profile for
each respondent, which includes the utility value that each
respondent places on possible levels of the attributes {a,}
related to the proposed transaction. The preference profile is
generated in process 203 by establishing, for each respon
dent, a utility function U,(a,) for each attribute; this function
provides a utility value corresponding to each level of the
attribute a,. The utility functions are generated by first calcu
lating a total utility for each example combination that was
ranked by the respondent. The total uti lities are calculated by
evaluating proposed utility functions for each attribute at the
attribute levels composing each combination, and, for each
combination, summing the resulting utility values. The func-
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tionsare thenchosenfromamongsttheproposedfunctions by
the criterion that a ranking of the total utilities should corre
spond to the respondent's actual rankings as closely as pos
sible. The result, for each respondent, is a utility function
U,(a,) chosen for each attribute {a[,a2. ... am}. Each utility
function translateseach levelof its attribute intoa utility for
that respondent. So, for example, a utility function will be
established for the college applicant's evaluation of the col
lege location attribute (with a utility value corresponding to
each location A. B, and C—say 0.3, 0.2, and 0.4), the class
size attribute (with a utility value corresponding to small,
medium, and large class sizes—say 0.5, 0.2, 0.1), and soon.

As in conventional conjoint analysis methods, the utility
functions are normalized to permit comparisons between the
utility values of given levels ofdiffcrcnt attributes. However,
in conventionalmethods, respondents are typically treated as
a class and their responses are analyzed collectively. Here the
context is typically different, and the responses ofeach party
(and counterparty) are typically analyzed separately, so that
for each party and each counterparty there is obtained a sepa
rate set of utility functions. Furthermore, conventional meth
ods produce utility functions in a one-sided, or unilateral,
fashion. For example, a producer conventionally obtains a set
of utility functions describing the preferences of consumers.
By contrast, the method of the embodiment of FIG. 2 pro
duces a set ofutility functions for the party and each potential
counterparty, and continues with a bilateral analysis as dis
cussed below. However, as described below, in some circum
stances the preferences of a group may be evaluated collec
tively. Also, the responses ofany individual to questions may
be augmented and extrapolated on the basis ofdata previously
obtained for similar individuals.

The set ofutility functions associated with a respondent (be
the respondent a party or counterparty) are sufficient to char
acterize the preferences of the respondent. For example, there
can be determined the relative importance that the respondent
places on each attribute by calculating, for thai attribute, the
range of the utility function over the interval of possible
attribute levels. A higher range for an attribute's utility func
tion indicates a greater relative importance for that attribute.
As an example, consider the hypothetical in the paragraph
before last; the respondent's range of utility values for the
college location attribute was 0.2 (from a low of 0.2 to a high
of0.4); and the range for the class size attribute was 0.4 (from
a low of0.1 to a high of0.5). Class size is therefore relatively
more important for that respondent than college location.
More generally, there may be derived from the utility func
tions U,(a,) for a respondent, a range vector {R,}having a
series of components R corresponding in each case to the
range of the utility function U,(a,)over levels of the attribute
ar.

From the utility functions of a respondent there can be
similarly determined the level ofeach attribute giving rise to
the greatest utility experienced by the respondent. In other
words, from the utility functions can be derived the attribute
levels most preferred by the respondent. One may therefore
determine a valuevector {V,} foreach respondent, as shown
in process 204. The components of the value vector {V(}
representthe levelsof each attribute {a,} that maximize the
respondent's utility function with respect to that altribule. In
particular, if, for counterparty number two. three levels A, B.
and C of attribute one (at) correspond to utility function
values of 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 respectively, then level C will be
chosen as V,, since it gives the maximum utility value fortius
attribute.

Given the seminal nature of the utility functions, the pref
erence profile for each respondent, in this embodiment, is ihe
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9 10
utility function vector {U,(a,)} for each attribute {a,,a2,. . . attribute a,: U/(a,) is the counterparty's utility function for
am}. In other embodiments, the preference profile may be attribute a,; andthevertical barnotation indicates evaluation
composed of oneor more of the value vector {V,} and the of thefunction at attribute level Lr
rangevector {R,}. In process208 of the distance valuemethodof FIG. 2, the

Once the utility functions are generated, the process of 5 counterparty that,when paired with the party, produces the
determimng the counterparties having the closest fit with a lowestdistancevaluePisidentifiedashavingtheclosestfitof
party begins. As shown in FIG. 2, there are two alternate preferences with the party. Similarly counterparties yielding
embodiments of themethod of FIG. 2. Inthefirst, called the hi&her distance values when paired with theparty areviewed
aggregate value method, a list of counterparties having the as havin8 aP°orer fit "''preferences with the party. By select-
closest fit is determined by following processes 204, 205, 10 *Bagroup of the lowest distance valued counterparties, there
206. and 208. In a second, alternative embodiment of the Can ^ P""^. a list of counterparties having arelatively
method of FIG. 2, called the distance value method, the list ^ fat °' P/flerences ,wlth *p«of the Party. While the

. , . . c ., ,__ , ' ,. illustration above uses a linear distance measure that is mini-may-begenerated by following.processes 207 and 208 (in- mize^ Q±a ^^ , be ( d
stead of processes 204.205.206, and 208). c • , 7- c . , _ 3 , . w \

i -«*• c i_ , . _. • 15 including, for example, a least-squares approach. In such aIn process 205 ofdie aggregate value method, avector ,s ^ embodimen, of FIG. 2aUows p^ and counter-
generated correspondmg to a pairing of each counterparty jes to make decjsions ^ ja, 1nmsac6ms based
with he p«ty. These vectors are formed^by evaluating the Qn abilaten|1^^of preferences.
party s utility functions (from process 203) ateach counter- Wbj]e ^ embodiment ofFIG 2^ been^^ wilh
party svalue vector levels (from process 204)-that is, at the ^ refer£nce ]o a^ ofcount ^ bein ided to a ^
counterparty s utility-maximizing values There is thus hshould ^ understood mat ^ven ^ classes of parties
formed, for each counterparty paired with the party, avector ^oa^^y^^^d^^^^iesr ^embodiment
{U((a,)l„}, where the vertical bar nolat.on indicates eyalua- 0fFia2canequallybeusedtorecommendalistofpartiesto
tion oftheparry s utility function for attribute a,ata=V and gcoume ^ te a Hshed b si j fo|low.
V^isthecounterparty sutil.ty-maximizing value lorattnbute 2S mg me described processes, but replacing the term -party"
a'" with"counterparty," and vice versa. Generally, it should be

In process 206 of the aggregate value method there is undemoodthatembodimentsoftheinventionaresymmetri-
computcd an aggregate value for each vector {U((a,) I„} by cal witht t0mo sjdes ofa^^^^ mtha, Uiey ^y
summmg the components U(a,) I„ofthe vector; i.e. by evalu- beUSfid „ tQ Tecon]metld decisions tooneside astothe
aungthesum 30 olher

Furthermore, where embodiments are described in which,
first, a preference profile is generated for persons on one side

V(/(a] of a transaction, and thena preferenceprofileis generatedfor
fri* v, persons on the other side of the transaction, it should be

s5 understood by those ofordinary skill in the art that the order
of questioning the persons, and of generating the preference

In process 208 ofthe aggregate value method, the counter- profiles, is nol essential. Thus, where it is described to ask
party that, when paired with the party, produces the greatest questions of persons on one side of a transaction first, and
aggregate value is identified as having the closest fit ofpref- ibea ofpersons on tne other, itshould be understood that itis
erences tothe party. Similarly counterparties yielding lower m equaIlypossible to reverse theorderofquestioning (by asking
aggregate values when paired with the party are viewed as questions ofthe opposite sideofthe transaction first), oreven
having apoorer fit ofpreferences tothe party. By selecting a to ask questjons 0fboth sides simultaneously,
group of the highest ranking counterparties, there can be Inafurther related embodiment, parties and counterparties
provided a listofcounterparties having a relatively closefitof are enabIed lo makedecjsj0ns based on a multilateral evalu-
preferences with those of the party. 45 atjon 0f preferences. In such an embodiment, the method

In the distance value version ofthe embodiment ofFIG. 2, proceeds as described for FIG. 2, except that questions are
a list ofcounterparties providing a relatively close fit ofpref- asked not only ofparties and counterparties, but also ofone or
erences isgenerated by using adistance measure between the moreco-evaluators. Aco-evaluator may beany natural person
utility functions generated in process 203 for the party and oranentity, as with the parties and counterparties. The party,
each counterparty. First, a utility function vector {U(a,)} is 50 and my oftne possible counterparties, may wish to include
generated for the party and each counterparty as described in me mpuX ofaco_evaluatoras an aid to decision-making. Thus,
process 203 above. Then, in process 207, for each possible for exampie, a college applicant party may wish to have a
counterparty that can bepaired with the party, adistance value guidance counselor orhis parents evaluate the circumstances
isgenerated by comparing the utility functions ofthe pair. For under which he performs best, orseems most content, inorder
example, a linear distance value Dmay be computed using a S5 to aid ^ in de^ng whicn coUege toattend. Similarly, a
distance measure as follows: college counterparty may wish tohave input from alumni/ae,

faculty, and current students to guide in selection of students
to admit. Ina merger, a corporation party may wish to have the

fA, , . , ,, [Equation 11 members of its various departments, and even some of its
4^4t" ' lj j" 60 customers and/or suppliers,act as co-evalualors, to assist in

determining the degree of"culture fit" with a corporate coun
terparty with which it is merging,

where the distance value D is calculated for each possible In each case, the co-evaluator chosen has a useful perspec-
counterparty paired with the party; and where Abs { } indi- live on the party or counterparty's preference profile. The
cates the absolute value of the subtraction result in the brack- 65 question array, ranking, utility function, and value vector
ets; m is the number of attributes {a,}; J, is the number of procedures are followed as in boxes 201 through 204. except
levels of attribute a,; U,(a,) is the party's utility function for lhal in this multilateral embodiment they are performed for at
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least oneco-evaluator, based onhisor herown perception of
the associatedparty's or counterparty's preferences, in addi
tion to being performed by the parties and counterparties
themselves.

Co-evaluators may fall into two exemplary categories, 5
although they are not limited to these categories. In the first
exemplary category, theco-evaluatorprovidesinputconcern
ingthecircumstances underwhichhisor herassociated party
or counterparty is most contentor satisfied. In this category,
theco-evaluator canbesaidtoprovide a preference profile for to
his or her associatedparty or counterparty.

In the secondexemplary category, the co-evaluator pro
vides input concerning the circumstances under which his or
her associated party or counterparty performs best. In this
category, the co-evaluator can be said to provide a success is
profileforhis or her associatedparty or counterparty.

Attributes forco-evaluators typically mirrorthose for par
ties and counterparties. For example, in the college-admis
sions example discussed in connection with FIG. 2. attributes
for a guidance counselor co-evaluator could be: "Prospect 20
does best in environments that..." or "Prospect is happier
with products or services that..." Similarly,questions for a
co-evaluator for a counterparty may be structured to elicit
answers to the questions: "People who do well here typically
like jobs that ..." or "Users who are satisfied with this 25
purchase typically prefer items that..."

A co-evaluator for a party or counterparty need not be a
singleperson; h could also be a group of people. Forexample,
a corporate counterparty may wish to use the members of a
given department as its co-evaluators in a transaction. In such 30
a case, i.e. where a co-evaluator consists of a group of indi
viduals, questions are asked ofeach member of the group of
co-evaluators, and rankings are obtained from each. Then a
single set of utility functions (one function for each attribute)
is generated for the group ofco-evaluators. This may be done 35
by averaging utility functions for each member of the group;
by weighting some members' utility functions more highly, in
a weighted average of functions (with the optimal weighting
determined based on the context of the transaction); or by
allowing the counterparty (or party) associated with the co- 40
evaluator to choose which group member's profile to use as
the co-evaluator's profile.

Where there is a group co-evaluator, or where there is more
than one co-evaluator for a single party or counterparty, it
may also be useful to provide a visual display of each co- 45
evaluator's preference profile to parties and counterparties.
Such a visual display could take the formofa histogram,with
a bar indicating the relative value of attributes; or the visual
display could graphically display a utility function for each
attribute, for each co-evaluator. Another useful visual display 50
could be a scatterplot or distribution (characterized, for
example, by a mean and standard deviation) of the preference
profile results from more than one co-evaluator. By using
such visual displays, parties and counterparties may be
enabled to weigh the input of multiple co-evaluators in a 55
comparative and qualitative fashion.

When a party or counterparty uses a co-evaluator, methods
according to embodiments of the invention may require the
party or counterparty's permission, before releasing a co-
evaluator's preference profile to other respondents in the 60
decision-making process.

Once a preference profile has been obtained for the party,
each counterparty, and each co-evaluator, the next process in
a multilateral embodiment of the invention is, as with the
bilateral embodiments described above, to recommend a list 65
of counterparties providing a relatively close fit of prefer
ences. First il must be determined, for each party and coun-

12
terparty who used a co-evaluator. how to use the co-evalu
ator*s preference profilein the analysis. Inone embodiment,
this is performed by the following algorithm:

1) Determine the closeness of fit of the party or counter
party's preference profile with that of its associated co-evalu
ator. This may be done using the aggregate value method or
the distance value method (each described above for a bilat
eral embodiment).

2) If the profileof the co-evaluatoris close enough to that
of the party or counterparty, as judged against a pre-estab
lished standard, then the partyor counterparty's ownprofile
will be used for comparison with potential partners to the
transaction.

3) If, however, the co-evaluator'spreferenceprofilediffers
sufficiently from that of its associated party or counterparty
(as judged against the pre-established standard), ihen the
associated party or counterparty is given a choice as to which
preference profileto use for comparisonwith potentialpart
nersto thetransaction. The partyor counterpartymaychoose
to use its own profile only, or that of the co-evaluator only, or
(optionally, for an additional fee) to use each profile sepa
rately and obtain results using each.

Once it is determined which preference profilewill be used
for the party and each counterparty, a multilateral embodi
ment of the invention proceeds as described above for bilat
eral embodiments. ITie result of this multilateral embodi

ment, then, is to provide a list of counterparties to the
proposed transaction who provide a relatively close fit of
preferences with those of the party, in a way that takes into
account the perspective of at least one co-evaluator.

Because decisions are recommended based on the prefer
ences ofmore than one party to a transaction, embodiments of
the invention are particularly advantageous for long-term,
relational transactions. Examples have been provided above
of utilization of embodiments in situations where parties and
counterparties may lack any previous business relationship.
However, such a circumstance is in no way a necessary foun
dation for application of embodiments of the present inven
tion. Forexample, embodiments of the present invention may
be employed for evaluation ofexisting relationships between
employer and employee. Questions in such a circumstance
may, for example, be directed to particular work conditions,
such as scheduling of employee's work hours during the day,
work rules and changes to physical facilities. In this manner,
management and employees may usefully evaluate potential
issues of importance in the work environment. As another
example, embodiments of the present invention may be
applied within corporations to determine where there is "gear
grinding" within the organization (inefficient or counterpro
ductive relationships), or areas of difficulty in "culture fit"
between merged companies.

Similarly, embodiments of the present invention may be
used in tandem with more traditional evaluation techniques.
For example, potential employees may be identified using
traditional techniques, and thereafter promising candidates
along with human resources managers may be subjected to
co-evaluation in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.
It is equally possible to refine evaluation techniques in

various embodiments herein. One method of refinement is to
consider instances wherein a close fit has been predicted by an
embodiment, but wherein experience later shows there to be
a problem. (Or alternatively, a close fit has not been predicted,
but nevertheless resulted.) When the reason for the outcome is
uncovered, it may be due to an attribute that had not been
previouslyidentified,or due to an ineffectiveor badly worded
question. In such cases, the questions posed lo respondents
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may be modified to take into account a new attribute or to provided, for example, in Gratia. How the Internet Works
correctmefTectivequestions.Thequestionsmaythenbeused (Ziff-Davis Press, 1996), which is hereby incorporated by
fornew submissions to future respondents or canoptionally reference; seeespecially pages 44-49.
be resubmitted to former respondents. Alternatively, or in Infurtherembodimentsofsystemsandmethodsaccording
addition, the problem may be attributable to improper analy- 5 to the invention, communication with a server and informa-
sis of theanswers to thequestions, and thesematters can be tionprocessing may be implemented usingwireless devices,
adjusted by modifying, for example, the utility functions FIGS.4and5illustratethelogicalflowofamethodaccord-
associatedwith the party or counterparty as appropriate, and ing to an embodiment of the invention that may be imple-
re-performing the analysis. mented using a web server on the Internet. This embodiment

FIG. 3 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of a to also illustrates use of the processes described above in con-
system in accordance with the present invention. A first ques- nection with the system of FIG. 3.
tion and response module 302 obtains responses from each In box401. a system, which may be a website server on the
memberof a first classof parties301to a firstsetof questions. Internet, receivesprimarydata from partiesand counterpar-
The questions are designed to elicit revelationof preferences ties, via guided templates for data entry. Each party or coun-
that can be used to estimate the closeness of each party's fit 15 tcrparty enters the site, registers basic information (for
with potential counterparties to the transaction. The first example name, address, and other contact information), and
question and response module then stores the party's selects a decision area from a set of pre-set parameters. The
responses in a first digital storage medium 303. pre-set decision areas may be, for example, college selection

Similarly, a second question and response module 305 or employment searching. For college selection, the party
obtains responses from each member of a second class of 20 could be a college applicant, and the counterparty may be a
counterparties 304 to a second set of questions. These ques- college looking for or decided which students to admit; for
tions are, similarly, designed to elicit revelation of prefer- employment searching, the party may be a job candidate
ences that can be used to estimate the closeness of each looking for a job, and the counterparty may be an employer
counterparty's fitwith potential parties to the transaction.The lookingforemployees or deciding amongst candidates. After
second question and response module then stores the coun- 25 receiving the decision area choices, the system prompts the
terparty's responses in a second digital storage medium 306. party or counterparty, via guided templates, for information

A first profile processor 307 uses the responses stored in on co-evaluators that he or she wishes to include in the deci-
firststoragemedium303toderiveafirstpreferenceprofilefor sion-making process. Thesystemalsogivesthepartyorcoun-
each party, and a second profile processor 308 uses the terpartythe optionof using data fromonly the co-evaluators
responses stored in second storage medium 308 to derive a 30 in making the decision (with no input from the party or
secondpreferenceprofilefor each counterparty. counterparty himself)- Finally, the party or counterparty

A closeness-of-fit analyzer 309 analyzes the preference authorizes payment, and the systemreceives and verifies the
profilegenerated foreach party by firstprofileprocessor307 payment method(for example, credit card payment).
in relation to the preference profiles generated by second Next,inbox 402.the systempromptseach partyandcoun-
profileprocessor308. Foreach party, the result is an output 35 terparty, via guided templates, for supplemental data that
rankedlist 310 of counterparties providinga relatively close might be useful later in the process of evaluation. For
fit of preferences with that party, compared with the other example, a job candidate party may be prompted for, and
potential counterparties. The closeness-of-fit analyzer com- register, a formatted resume. Acollege applicant partymaybe
municates sucha list to eachparty. prompted for, and register, a summary of his academic his-

Inembodiments ofsystems accordingto the invention, the 40 tory. Ineach case, the promptedsupplemental data is poten-
first andsecondquestionand responsemodules302 and305, tiallyuseful to a counterparty (e.g.an employeror a college)
the first and secondprofileprocessors 307 and 308, and the laterin theprocessofevaluation(describedbelow).Similarly,
closeness-of-fit analyzer 309 may be implemented as com- the systempromptscounterparties for supplemental data that
puterprocesses running onmultiple computers incommuni- are potentially useful to parties later in thedecision-making
cationwithcachother(forexampleovcranetwork,including 45 process. For example, if the counterparty is a company
the Internet), or as processes running on a singlecomputer. searching for job candidates, the company's supplemental
Similarly, the first and seconddigital storage media 303and data may be"leads"on housing opportunities, which would
306 may be separate storage devices, or portions of a single beattractive tojob candidates whoneedto find housing near
digital storage medium. the company. Once the parties and counterparties have

Ina preferredembodiment, the systemof FIG.3 isiraple- 50 enteredsupplemental data, the systemassignsa uniqueiden-
mentedas a hostcomputeraccessibleovera network, suchas tifierto each user, includingparties, counterparties, and any
the Internet.In particular, parties301 and counterparties 304 co-evaluators that they havenamed.The system also creates
may accessthe systemusing remotecomputerswhichare in a file for each user, and associates each file with the corre-
communicationwith a host computer via Webpages of a web spending unique identifier.
siteon the World WideWeb. The host computeris thena web 55 The systemnext, in box 403,disseminatesa questionnaire
server, which runs computer processes that implement the form to each party and counterparty, along with the unique
firstand second question and response modules 302 and 305, identifierassigned to each. (This process isomitted for a party
the first and second profile processor307 and 308, and the or counterparty whohaselectedto haveevaluationperformed
closeness-of-fit analyzer 309. The server stores responses to by a co-evaluatoronly, as described above in connection with
questions in an associated content storage device (for 60 box 401.) The system then administers the questionnaire
exampleat leastoneharddiskdrive),whichservesas firstand forms to each partyor counterparty. Forexample,the system
secondstoragemedia 303 and 306. The server maycommu- mayguidethe partyor counterpartythrougha seriesof ques-
nicate with parties and counterparties using e-mail, or by tions formatted as templates on Web pages on a web site,
making information available on a web site, or by other com- through which the system receives each parry's (or counter-
munication methods. 65 party's) answers to the questions. The questions on the ques-

Further information concerning the Internet and E-mail tionnaireformaredesignedtoelicittheutilityvaluewhichthe
(both of which termsare used throughout this specification)is respondentplaceson possible levelsof each attribute, without
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necessarily asking for preferences directly. For example, the preference analysis. Optionally, such information may be
questions may be structured to elicit from the parties answers presented ina histogram or other graphical display, in order to
to the questions: "I do best in environments that..."or "I'm visually display the results ofthe analysis. An example of
happier with products or services that ..." Similarly, the such a histogram for a job applicant isshown in FIG. 6; a
questions for counterparties may be structured to elicit 5 corresponding histogram for a counterparty employer is
answers tothequestions: "Peoplewhodo well here typically shown in FIG. 7; anda histogram showing a side-by-side
like jobs that ..." or "Users who are satisfied with this comparison of the two is shown in FIG. 8. Note that histo-
purchase typically prefer items that. ..." grams may beused todisplay weights orvalues or both; they

As previously discussed. Tables 1-3 show examples of are »sed for values only where the values in question are
questions that may be used, in various embodiments of the to <Juant,,atlvc (asopposed tocategorical oryes/no) variables,
invention, for eliciting preferences in the areas ofcolleae . T^ party or counterparty is also given information about
selection (Table I), mutual fund selection (Table 2), and sU"f^ant gaps between the results ofhis preference analysis
employment selection (Table 3). aDd.1|he resuUs of ms ^-waluators. either in weighting of

t« iww AitA ,u~ .,«.# m a- ~- . •• • c attributes, or in most preferred attribute levels, or both. SuchIn box 404, the system disseminates aquestionnaire form iona„ ^ ^ , ^ ^^l^ ari.
to each co-evaluator. and administers the form to the co- 15 ^ofhisJgrams. as is illustrated by FIG. S.'Knowing thei
evaluatormafash.onsmi.lartothatdescnbedforbox403.(If g^ mav £d aparty (or county, to re-examine its
no co-evaluators were named for a given party or counter- conception of its own preferences; a large gap between the
party, then this process is omitted). The questions for a co- respondent's own perception ofits preferences as compared
evaluator are structured to elicit the co-evaluator's perspec- with that ofothers may mean that the respondent was not truly
tive on the associated party or counterparty's preferences, 20 aware ofitsown preferences; Accordingly, the party orcoun-
without necessarily asking for preferences directly. The ques- terparty (as the case may be) isgiven the choice ofusing its
tions may, for example, elicit input concerning the utility own preferences or those of one of its co-evaluators. as
value which the associated party or counterparty places on described further below.
possible levels ofeach attribute; ormay elicit input concern- As described below inconnection with box 513, it is pos
ing the circumstances under which the associated party or 25 sible to permit each party and counterparty to update its
counterparty performs best. For example, questions for a preference profile; when there is a decision to update, the
co-evaluator fora party might bestructured toelicit answers process must accommodate thecollection of new preference
to the questions: "Prospect does best in environments datatoprovideanewanalysisthatwilldifferfromtheoriginal
that ..." or "Prospect is happierwith products or services analysis if responses to the questionnaire form are different
that..." Similarly, questions fora co-evaluator fora coun- 30 from the original responses. In presenting the option to
terpartymay be structuredto elicit answers to the questions: update,the systemsendsthepartyor counterpartyhisoriginal
"People who do well here typically like jobs that ..." or decisionarea choice,and giveshim the opportunityto revise
"Users who are satisfied with this purchase typically prefer thechoice(therebyreturningtobox401).'l'hesystemasksthe
itemsthat..." partyor counterparty forauthorizationto proceedto the pro-

In box 405, the system reviews for internalconsistency the 35 cess of looking for relatively close fits amongst a pool of
completed preference forms that it received from boxes 403 counlerpartiesorparties(respectively).Thesystemalsogives
and 404. For each form, when the extent of logical inconsis- the party or counterparty the option of repeating the prefer-
tency exceeds a desired level, the system communicates the encc form processes (thereby repeating boxes 403 through
fact of inconsistency to the respondent who completed the 405), or ofadding or dropping co-evaluators (thereby return-
form, and asks whether he or she wishes to fill out the form 40 ing to boxes 402 and 404-406). (The addition of a co-evalu-
again. A stark example of such an internal inconsistency is ator or the updating of the profile may optionally trigger the
where a respondent has answered three questions, in the same requirement of paying an extra fee.)
answer form, with the answers "I prefer A to B"; "I prefer B In box 407, the system obtains authorization from each
to C"; and "I prefer C to A." Checks of internal inconsistency party and counterparty to release the results of the search for
are useful, for example, in detecting respondents who are 45 relatively close fits. Each party has three or more options,
attempting to "game the system," by providing answers that including: a) to receive the results, without the same infor-
show preferences for given attributes, when in fact their pref- mation being sent to any counterparties; b) to receive the
erences are otherwise; often, in such a case, the respondent results, and to have the results sent to counterparties with
inadvertently answers questions inan inconsistent fashion. If name orother key identifyingdata on the party withheld; ore)
the inconsistent form was completed by a party or counter- 50 to receive the results, and to have the results sent to counter
party,then the party or counterparty is also given the optionof parties with full information on the party. Each counterparty
allowing the process to continue using only input from co- is given corresponding options for release to parties (includ-
evalualors.Ifa respondent who filledout an inconsistent form ing the option to withhold the counterparty's name or other
does not respond to a request to fill out the form again, then key identifying data from the parties),
the process continues without that respondent's input. 55 Next, in box 408. the system generates, and communicates

Next, in box 406, the system sends to each party such to each party and counterparty, a ranked list ofrelatively close
party's preference profile and profiles of any co-evaluators fits for that party or counterparty amongst the pool of recip-
and to each counterparty such counterparty's preference pro- rocal parties, based on the use of a bilateral or multilateral
file and profiles ofany of such counterparty's co-evaluators. preference methodology. This list may contain network
The aggregated profile reveals to the party or counterparty the 60 addresses, web 1inks or e-mail addresses, or other methods of
results ofperforming a forced-choice analysis, or other pref- contacting reciprocal parties on the list. Also, it may contain
erenceanalysis (includingconjoint analysis) using the party's a listing of what information about the recipient has been sent
answers to the preference form questions. Thus it may reveal to each of the reciprocalparties on the list, in accordance with
to the party or counterparty theweightthatheorsheplaceson the authorization received in box 407 (above).
attributes that were analyzed, or the levels of each attribute 65 In box 409, the system facilitates action by parlies and
thathemostpreferred,or theutilityvaluethathe or sheplaces counterparties to identifyand contact reciprocalparties.For
on passible levels of each attribute, as determined by the example, the system may enable a party to contact a counter-
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party by usinga web link on a web site,or hy using a web link
sent to the party as part of an e-mail; or the system may
provide phone numbers or other contact information, as
authorized in box 407 (above).

Continuing with box 510 in FIG. 5, the system nextqueries
each party and counterparty as to what decisions it has made
in the decision area for which the analysis was performed; for
example, a party could be asked what job he or she accepted,
or what product he or she selected; and a counterparty could
be asked which job candidates it selected for employment.
These decision inquiries are repeated at time intervals that are
either chosen by the registrant in the primary data entry pro
cess of box 401, or are specified to the registrant during the
primary data entry process, or are otherwise scheduled by the
system.

Inbox 511, the system communicates aquery to each party
and counterparty as to its satisfaction with the decision that it
made, after it has been informed that the party or counterparty
has made the decision. This decision satisfaction inquiry is
performed at a time interval after process 510 that is either
chosen by the registrant in the primary data entry process of
box 401, or pre-dctermincd in the system.

Next, in box 512, the system, in one embodiment, performs
a post-decision analysis. It analyzes key attributes that con
tributed to each party and counterparty's degree of satisfac
tion, by comparing each one's reported degree ofsatisfaction
(from box 511) with the analyzed preference form results
obtained in boxes 406 and 408. The system communicates to
each party and counterparty its individual post-decision
analysis, and provides each with a structured opportunity to
respond to the analysis, e.g. by providing a set of web-page
templates enabling the party or counterparty to comment on
the key attributes identified in the post-decision analysis.
Additionally, the system stores the results of the post-decision
analysis, and the comments on it. Owing to the collection, in
the course of practicing embodiments discussed in this
description, ofsubstantial quantities ofdata that tend to be of
a personal nature, it is within the scope of various embodi
ments to preserve the confidentiality of such data and to
disclose such data only under circumstances to which the
affected individuals and organizations have given their con
sent.

Large discrepancies between a preference form analysis
and a post-decision report may indicate that the respondent
did not understand its own preferences well. Thus, such post-
decision reports may help parties and counterparties to learn
about themselves, and therefore to make better decisions in
me future.

Results of post-decision analyses may be used to revise the
system's method ofpreference form analysis, or to revise the
questions which are asked in each decision area. For example,
if it is discovered that some college applicant parties have
decided to attend colleges with which they were unhappy, and
some were unhappy based on attributes that the preference
form did not elicit, then the preference form for the college
choice decision area could be altered to incorporate the over
looked attributes.

As part of the post-decision analysis, the system may also
provide a co-evaluator with a report on the party or counter
party's reported degree ofsatisfaction. For example, a college
guidance counselor co-evaluator can be provided with a
report on a college applicant party's (or a group of parties')
degree of satisfaction, so that the counselor can modi fy his or
her counseling in the future.

Note, however, that in some contexts it is preferable to
guarantee that a party's post-decision report will be kept in
confidence with respect to (at a minimum) the counterparty
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with which the party entered a transaction (and vice versa for
a counterparty's confidences). For example, it is preferable to
guaranteeconfidentiality to an employee party who reports
dissatisfaction with an employercounterparty in a post-deci
sion report.

In box 513, the system invites each party and counterparty
to update its preference profile. If the party or counterparty
agrees, the process begins anew, beginning with box 401,
above. For such updates, the process retains the data from the
original analysis process, and updates it according to the new
inputwhich the party or counterparty provides.The pricing to
users may be configured so that additional charges may be
made for updates, as opposed to original analyses. A party or
counterparty may also initiate the update process itself, with
out an invitation; this may. for example, be implemented by
providing an update option for registrants on a web site. As
part of an update, the system also allows a party or counter
party to add or delete co-evaluators. If the update option is not
selected, the process proceeds to box 514.

In box 514, the system invites each party and counterparty
to perform a new matching process for closeness offit, based
on its current preference profile. If the party or counterparty
agrees to do so, the process begins anew at box 407. with the
pricing changed accordingly.

Although this description has set forth the invention with
reference to several preferred embodiments, one ofordinary
skill in the art will understand that one may make various
modifications without departing from the spirit and the scope
of the invention, as set forth in the claims.

We claim:

1. A computer-implemented method for facilitating evalu
ation, in connection with the procurement or delivery ofprod
ucts or services, in a context of at least one of (i) a financial
transaction and (h) operation of an enterprise, such context
involving a first class of parties in a first role and a second
class ofcounterparties in a second role, the method compris
ing:

in a first computer process, retrieving first preference data
from a first digital storage medium, the first preference
data including attribute levels derived from choices
made by at least one of the parties in the first class:

in a second computer process, retrieving second preference
data from a second digital storage medium, the second
preference data including attribute levels derived from
choices made by at least one of the counterparties in the
second class;

in a third computer process, for a selected party, perform
ing multilateral analyses of the selected party's prefer
ence data and the preference data of each of the coun
terparties, and computing a closeness-of-fit value based
thereon; and

in a fourth computer process, using the computed close
ness-of-fit values to derive and provide a list matching
the selected party and at least one of the counterparties.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the list is ranked
according to closeness of fit.

3. A method according to claim 1. further comprising
receiving co-evaluator choices made by a party co-evaluator
ora counterparty co-evaluator, wherein the list matches the at
least one party and the at least one counterparty according to
a multilateral analysis of preference data determined using
such co-evaluator choices.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein the party
choices reveal, with respect to each level of each of a first
series of attributes, a utility value which indicates the value
thai the party places on the level of the altribule.
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5. A method according to claim 4, wherein the party
choices reveal the utility values without the utility values
being provided explicitly.

6.Amethodaccordingtoclaim4, whereinthecounterparty
choices reveal, with respect to each level ofeach of a second
series of attributes that complements the first scries of
attributes, a utility value which indicates the value that the
counterparty places on the level of the attribute.

7.A methodaccording toclaim 6, wherein thecounterparty
choices reveal the utility values without the utility values
being provided explicitly.

20
8. A method according to claim 1, wherein at least one of

the firstpreferencedata, second preference data, and the list is
obtained from a remote server over a communication net
work.

9. A method according to claim 1, wherein the party
choicesand the counterparty choices are provided to a remote
server over a communication network.
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